Function of Felicitation of Trustees of Mumbai Obstetrician &
Gynaecological Society (MOGS) on 15/07/2018
Thank you Dr. Pandit for this kind gesture & thank you Dr. Niranjan Chavan for
taking such pains to execute this idea.
On this occasion, I would like to share with you my thoughts of a “Rosebud
Blooming”.
Rosebud Blooming
When you enter MOGS you are a young ObGyn specialist full of potential like
a Rosebud. As you go through MOGS you blossom out. This is because of your
hard work, your inherent abilities & your ideas. In fact you utilise your entire
“Intellectual Property” towards your commitment to MOGS. Here I must add
that Destiny plays a role. This is what I learned up from Bipin Pandit’s inspiring
Presidential address & I must thank him for that.
What the Organisation does is, it nurtures you & gives you a platform to show
your talents & abilities. MOGS gains immensely by your contribution.
We always say that MOGS is a splendid edifice built over the years. But what is
this edifice? It is not bricks & mortar nor is it flesh & blood. It is an abstract
entity which has great prestige & honour & above all serves both the
community & Science. MOGS is today what it has become because of the
efforts of all its Members. So dear friends, it is a win – win situation for all.
Here, I would like to say that every single Member contributes to the prestige &
honour of our organisation & not only those who hold a post or are office
bearers. Just by being present in a large numbers and participating in activities
you are playing a dynamic role in the status of MOGS.
So I would like to acknowledge all those who have lent their intellectual
property without any reservation & made MOGS the great organisation that it is
today.
I would like to quote the simple words of Helen Keller who has said
“Alone we can do so little
Together we can do so much.”
So let us all continue to work together in peace, harmony & allow each other to
blossom from a Rosebud to fully grown Rose. As you all know Roses spread
goodwill & cheer.

